CXD2000/FAPB -- CTD-9311/FAPB
Fully Automatic Hemming Automation System

Fully Automatic Hemming Automation System
Technical specifications:
* Application; skirt hemming and sewing of T-shirts, underwear and similar clothes.
* Compatible with all brand machines. According to the needs, it can be integrated into models such as left knife, free-arm and
short free-arm.
Independent Puller; Pulling systems work independently. Thus, the skirt can be slid on externally when needed internally
when needed. The cylinder wheel type top retraction system improves performance on all kinds of fabrics.
Practical; Easily adjustable for a different skirt length with adjustable skirt width adjustment, excellent two- and three-needle
interlock stitching quality.
Precision Control; Pneumatically adjustable fabric tensioning system allows precise and practical adjustment. Electro-pneumatic opening rollers for size control.
Electronic motor edge controlling system
Digital Sewing; The LCD touch-sensitive color display adjusts the sewing step settings digitally with the PLC control unit in
very precise measuring ranges. It detects multiple attachments and tracks the work is done in pieces.
Automatic Stacking; Sewing jobs are automatically notified when there are 40 stacks on top of each other.
* Tube, single / double / multi side seam Works problem free with all products with seam. You can hem your side seams in the
same direction. (CTD-9311 / FABP-II model)
* XXS up to XXXL size and 100 gr and over fabrics allowed trouble-free sewing.
* Problem free sewing easy with all size adjustments.
* With multiple language options and an easy-to-use panel, you can easily make all the settings.
* Fabric Stacking System
* Automatic thread trimmer.
Sewing Head; Free-arm interlock or left knife interlock.
Models

*Seamless Sewing In Any Size With Easy Adjustment

Description

* Auto Stacking System

The automatic skirt folding system makes hemming and sewing operations of T-shirts, underwear and similar outfits
correctly and quickly without needing a skilled operator while cutting the threads and stacking the sewn items at the
end of sewing. When doing all this, the operator places the work of the other machine and in doing so an operator
saves both the time and the staff by running both machines instead of just one machine. At the same time, all sewing
work reach the same standards and high quality.

Production capacity:
The production capacity is 4,000 units / 9 hours in a single machine for standard sizes;
If used as two machines, the production capacity is 8.000 pieces / 9 hours.
In small bodies, the number of production increases.

Thread breakage sensor (OPTIONAL)
Packaging: Packed in nylon on original pallet or on boards assembled.
Crating the machine is subjected to a fee.
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Origin: Turkey
* Produced using the best materials and equipment.

Benefits:
* The quality of production increases and the wastage ratio decreases.
* All work sewn are of the same standards and high quality.
* With the automatic stacking feature, stacking is done automatically at the end of the process,
no need for extra stacking.
* Eliminates the need for skilled workers.
* A single worker can easily work on two machines at the same time, and by doing so this saves a
high-cost for skilled workers.

